Research in support of other policies

Research Fund for Coal and Steel — programme and guidelines
EU-wide Strategic Innovation Agenda of the EIT

▲ Fields of research

▲ Energy
  SET-Plan for the development of low-carbon technologies
  The EU’s joint undertaking fusion for energy (F4E)
  Public-private partnership for hydrogen and fuel cells

▲ Enterprises
  Support for research-performing SMEs (Eurostars-2)

▲ Environment, health and safety
  The European Commission Joint Research Centre (JRC)

▲ Space and transport
  Public-private partnership to boost research and innovation in rail
  Copernicus Programme (2014-2020): observing and monitoring the planet

▲ New technologies
  Compliance with rules on access and benefit-sharing arising from the use of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge
  Public-private partnership for bio-based industries
  Boosting the EU’s competitiveness in nanoelectronics and embedded computer systems
  Using IT to improve the quality of life of the elderly